1. Qualitative discussion. -Theoretically computed atomic transition probabilities are of a notoriously low general level of accuracy. Although the reasons for this are fairly well known, we wish here to review the subject, with particular emphasis on configurationmixing effects, and using certain transitions in the spectra of Ar I, Al I, and Si I as illustrations.
Weighted transition probabilities or oscillator strengths for electric dipole transitions are computed in terms of the line strength S according to the equations [1] .
(0 where a is the wavenumber of the spectrum line in cm -1 . The line strength for a transition between two states \ji and \jj' is in turn usually computed as the reduced dipole matrix element where the sum is over all JV electrons of the atom and r ; is the radial position of the /' h electron in Bohr units. Evaluation of this matrix element is accomplished by expanding the functions \\i and ij/' in terms of basis functions, corresponding (in the method which we wish to discuss in this paper) to pure LS-coupling states of specific configurations ; then
(2)
The first reduced matrix element in this final expression is a radial integral
involving the radial one-electron functions P n ,(r) and P"'r(r) for the jumping electron in the two basis configurations (4) (*) Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
The second matrix element in (2) is an angular integral whose value [I, 21 is precisely determined by the angular quantum numbers of the basis states, but which need not concern us here.
The difficulty in computing an accurate value 01's is in corlsiderablc degree due to the I'act that tlie various terms of the double sun1 in (2) , though all real, arc in general partly positive and partly negative. The cancellation effects which may result (and which may be viewed as a sort of destructive interference among the various pairs of basis wavcfunctions) are compounded by the fact that this sum must be squared to give a transition probability.
A convenient measure of this significant-figure loss is the ratio of S properly computed from (2) to the value of cc S )) which woi~ld be obtained by arbitrarily using tlie absolute value of cach term in (2) [3] . Such a cancellation factor (CF) must be viewed with a certain amount of care --its value may be fictitiously sniall as a result of making tlie calculation in an 1.S basis. whereas its value [night have beeti nearly unity if the calculation had been made in a basis more appropriate to the coupling conditions actually present. However, most arrays of interest either lie close to I S coupling conditions or d o not lie too close to nny pure coupling sche~ne. and results coniputcd in a pure LS basis give a reasonably accurate picture. Calculations made for a large number ol' transition arrays indicate that cancellation factors of 0.1 arc quite common, and that factors of I W 4 are not at all unconinion ; indeed. on a purely statistical basis one woi~ld expect factors of 10-\or less for ten percent of all lines. A linc i n tlic spectrum of Pb Wllctlicr or not effects are accclit~~ated by serious signilicant-figure loss, tlie uncc~.taintics in computed transition probabilities arc scen from (2) to arise 1'1.otn two sources. The first of these is an uncertni~lt). in the co~iipi~tcd value of the radial dipole integral I (u.hic11 we assume to ha\fe 3 single value I.or transitions between all basis states belonging to a g i x n pair of configurations). T o the extent that co~liiguration mixing can be neglected. tlie dipole integral can be f:lcto~.cd out of the double sumniaticln in (2) ; it thus pro\,idcs only a common scale factor I'or all lines ol'a transition array, and has no elrect 011 t~'101i1.e line strengths. However, nb.soll~/e line strengths are still uniformly affected by various types of unccrtai~ity :
( n ) I t is well known [5] that results are particularly unreliable when there is a large degree of canccllatio~i betwc.cn positive and licgativc contributions to tlic radial integral in (3) . A good exn~nple appears in the 3 pf'-3 p" d :ind 3 p"-3 p5 5 d transitions of tlie 121. 1 isoclcct ronic scqilencc, where 100 ",, cancel lation is colnpi~tcd to occur in the vicinity 01' Ca I I t or Sc IV [6] , whereas lines of these arrays are actually found to be missing in Ti V [7] .
(6) Even when there is not a great deal of mathematical c:~ncellation, the radial integral is unreliable when the two functions P,,, and I-',,,,, are concentrated at much different values of I*, since contributions to the integral the11 arise mainly from the outer tail 01' one function and the inner portion of the other, both of which are uncertain.
(c) Particularly poor also are cases (such as 3 p"3 p5 3 d in Ar 1) which involve a wavefunction (in this case, 3 d ) wliich is on the verge of collapsing to form the beginning of a transition or rare earth series, so that the computed radial function is unusually sensitive to the detailed form of the assumed central-field potential [6, 81.
The sccolld basic source of uncertainty in (2) lies in the \inlues of the wa\lefunctio~i expansion cocflicients (eigenvector components). For pure LS coupling in tlic single-configuration approximation, these coefficients are perfectly dcf nite (being either unit) or zero). Rut usually the departures from LS coupling arc appreciable, and the coefficients then depend sizeably on the detailed nature of the computed coupling conditiorls. Uncertainties in conligurationmixing effects add I'urthcr to the uncertainties of the coefficients.
Wlicn configuration mixing is important. then thc various tcrnis in ( 2 ) involve separate radial dipolc integrals for tlie difl'ercnt p:~irs of configurutions : when tlie cancellation f~ictor involved in tlie sunimation ( 2 ) is small, tlic relative valucs 01' these integrals may be very import;~lit. as will be scen in the example\ to be discussed.
Contrary to the assumptions made abovc. calculations are l'~.cquently made which employ d i n i ' r c~l~ radial w:~vel'unctions I'or each term of a configul.ation. l'11~1.e ;ire then se\;cral different radial dipole integral> e\.cti 1.01. ;I single pair of configurations : tlic relati\.c values 01' the different integrals arc then critical it' there is oppr.eciable mixing of basis statcs and tllc canccllntion fb;lctor is small. It is not Iogic:~lly consistent to i~s c such \.nriable dipole integrals ii' tlic eigcnvcctor components arc obtained by diagonalizilig encrfy matrices \vhich arc set up on tlic assumptiorl 01' a common set 01' r:tdiaI wnvel'unctio~is I'or all basis states ot' a conliguration. We consider it prclcrablc to use tlic simpler, more-consistent approach euccpt Ibr very simple spectr:~ showing u very close approximation to pure 1.S coupli~ig conditions in all thc configurations involved.
The cxarnples which fc~llow \\ere calculated usi~lg a computer program described elsewliere [' I. extended to include arbitrary types of config~lratio~l mixing. This program has been modified to autom;~ticall! sc:~le, b\. successi\~cly increasing fl~cto~.s. the various parameters involved in the c;~lculation o f energ! le\els and transition probabilities, and to plot tllc results of each calculation on microfilm. The resulting of these propel-ties of the ' P I levels are illustrated in computer-produced movies illustrate very vividly figure 1 [9] ; note particularly that in K 11 the 3 d ' P I the sorts of destructive and constructive interfercncc level is actually coniputcd to lie above the 4 d ' P I which occur in typical cases. Several of the figures level unless configuration mixing of the various lid in this paper consist of hand-tracings of selected configurations is taken into account [lo] . frames from sucli movies.
2. Ar I isoelectronic sequence. -As a first example of various aspects discussed qualitatively above, we consider the transitions 3 p6-3 p5 3 d in the Ar I isoelectronic sequence. These have been discussed previously [6] in the single-configuration approximation ; here we wish to discuss important configurationinteraction corrections. 
In and G3 replaced by zero, R~, R', and R~, respectively), the largest configuration-interaction effects tend to be shown by these same 'PI levels. Both Altliougl~ the energy perturbations are most pronounced in K 11, configuration-mixing effects on oscillator strengths are equally great in Ar I. These effects are shown in figure 2 , where the three possible lines (one of negligible strength) 3 p6 'So-3 p5 nd are shown for n = 3,4, 5, and 6. In section (a) of the figure (zero configuration interaction), oscillator strengths decrease witli increasing n in the manner to be expected from the n~onotonic decrease in value of the radial dipole integrals [I I ] shown in Table 11 in the calculntioll are of col,rsc fictitiolls :
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the eleven levels of a configuration othcr than ] P I . Table 111 ). shown theoreticall by Wciss [22] and semi-empirically by Eriksson [23] that tlic unperturbed position of the sp2 'D term indeed lics low in tlie s' d Rydbcrg series (acco~tnting for the above-mentioned anonialies in this region). but that configuration interactions are so strong as to push the sp' 'D term to its observed position above tlie series limit. Wc-iss showed also that configi~ration-~~iixing effects accounted for the abnormally-lo\v obser\;cd oscillator strength f'or tlie 3 s2 3 p "('-3 s' 4 d 'D transitioil [24] .
For higher elements of the Al I group Ga I. In the Al I case (Fig 3e) , the compi~ted cancellation As before, the discrepancy is probably due to neglect of configuration interaction with con~inuum states, most of the oscillator strength from the lo\\' s" lines actually going into the continuuni rather than into the semidiscrctc. sp' 'D lines. Si 1 3 s' 3 p 4 f-3 s 3 p\ 3 ss' 3 pnd. -Recently. sc\:cr:~l cxpcri~nental and theoretical papers have ;ippcarcd which arc concerned wit11 oscillator strengths ol'visiblc and near infrared lines of Si I, ol'interest for the determination of the abundance of silicon in the sun [30-341. The disagreement between experiment and calculation was mostly quite large (filctor~ of 3 to 5). and is mainly the result of the same type of cancellation effects appearing in the examples already discussed.
4.
One set of lines investigated experimentally by Schulz-Ciulde [30] consists of transitions between 3 p 4 I' levels and the lowest odd % term. The latter term is referred to in the literature as both 3 s 3 p3 'DO and 3 s' 3 p 3 d 3~0 .
AS will be seen later. the second designation is probably better [35] , but in any case we ;~gnin have strc>ng configuration mixing of the type spn'' "'-s' -p"' d considered in Al I, this time with 111 = I. However, there is no tendency I'or the sp.' 'DO term to be perturbed above the serieh Iiniit. in the manner of the sp2 'L> in AI I. partly because the " D O lies lower (between the first two members of the 11d series) and partly because the interactions are so~newhat smaller. Indeed, it is reasonably accurate to include in calculations only the three configuratio~ls 3 d, sp3. and 4 d \\~hicli were considered by Warner [32] and by Armstrong and Licberniann [34] .
The principal calculations described below were made using the same least-squares eigenvectors [35] employed by Warner [32] , but with radial dipole integrals conlpi~tcd from configi~ration-:t\rerage HT wavefunctions (Table V) 
WAVELENGTH (8)
Computed spectra for transitions between 3 p 4 f and odd 1.3D terms of Si I, using least-squares energy values and HF radial dipole integrals. In sections configuration-interaction parameters have been scaled of 0, 213, and 1, respectively ; the lines with relatively fixed wavelength and oscillator strength involve the ID: level, the others involve the 3D0 levels. Tic marks indicate the configuration purity (when less than 90%) of the 183Dostates. Section (d) is the same as (c) except that the 4 f-4 d radial dipole integral has been set to zero, and shows that the small oscillator strengths in (c) are the rcsult of destructive interference betwccn the 3 d and 4 d contributions to thc low 3Do states.
The computed 3d 3~0 -4 f oscillator strengtlls (correspollding to Fig. 5c ) are given in column ((LS-HF~ofTable V I ; the agreement with experiment is fairly good considering tlie small cancellation factors involved in the calculation and the experimental uncertainties of about a factor two [30] . It is interesting to note that the three weakest computed lines (with wavelengtl~s in parentheses in Table V1 ) have never been observed experimentally [35] . The third line In contrast to the above results, the values given by Armstrong and Liebermanti and by Warner are mostly m~lch poorer. Since least-squares eigenvectors were used in these calculations also, the much larger oscillator strengths are presun~ably due to the different values wliicli they used for the radial dipole integrals. A partial verification of this is given by la) Levels designated in jK-coupling notation, j l [ K ]~. (' 11 Radziemski and Andrew [35] The calculations by Warner [32] and by AI-mstrong and Liebermann [34] were also made with leastsquares eigenvectors. However, they used different dipole integrals for different pairs of L S basis functions, and the effect is clearly evident in Table VII : their 3 P -3~ integrals were about the same as ours, and all other integrals were considerably larger except for Warner's 'Po-'P integral, which was extremely small. The 'PO-'P result, particularly, illustrates our remarks at the end of Sec. I concerning the use of one vs. many dipole integrals.
Completely ab initio single-configuration I-IF results are approximately the same as our least-squares values, except for three weak lines which have small cancellation factors. The factor-of-six error is still present for the 3 P 0 -3~ lines (which have a CF of unity), and this prompted us to look for an explanation through configuration interaction effects. An obvious candidate is mixing of 3 p 5 p with 3 p 4 f because the only terms common to these configurations are 1,3D. However, the computed mixing is very small, and effects on computed oscillator strengths are negligible.
Series-type mixing is also very small (for 4 s-5 s, less than 0.2 % ; and for 4 p-5 p, less than 1 %,, except 4 % for 'D and 13 % for IS). However, A large number of different calculations have been made, using different configuration-interactioll parameter values and dipole-element values, and including various additional configurations. In 110 case was a good overall set of oscillator strengths obtained. The conclusion -not surprisingly -is that in a case of this type it is not safe to attelnpt a calculation in anything Inore than the siligle-configuration approximation, even though configuration-interaction effects may in fact be important so far as oscillator strengths are concerned. (Nor are cancellation factors computed as defined in Sec. 1 any guide to the reliability of computed configuration-interaction effects in such cases ; in the present example, the apparently-in~proved 6. Summary. - The discussion and exaniples given above may be summarized by listing tlie following set of conditions which are conducive to maximum reliability of computed transition probabilities.
A. Coi~c/itions iiiuoluiilg tlre entire trailsition arraj-.
1. Highly stable radial wavefunctions ; e. g., high ionization stages, and no d function near the start of a transition series nor f function near the start of a rare earth series.
2. No interactions with arrays having much larger magnitudes of radial dipole element (111 11 r 11 n' 1').
3. Large overlap of radial wavefiu~ictions (e. g..
nearly equal values of < r >,,, and < r >,,,,,), and little cancellation between positive and negative contributions to the radial dipole element (nl Ij r 11 11' 1') 4. Small configuration mixing. 5. Pure coupling in each configuration. 6. Lowest configuration of a Rydberg series (maximum separation from other configurations, and minimum phase uncertainties in eigenvector components of perturbing configurations).
B. Conc/itions on inc/iui(/~ral lines.
1. Little ca~icellatio~l in the double sum over eigenvector compo~lents (large value of the CF).
2. Extreme values of J and J' (small-sized energy matrices, and hence few eigenvector components).
3. Lines involving levels each of which has an energy, relative to other levels of the same parity and J value, that is insensitive to modest variation in relativc values of the energy parameters FA, Gh, [, and R'. (This criterion is pertinent particularly to ab initio calculations, as opposed to least-squares fitting of experimental levels.)
1. Use both theory and experiment (i. e., make judicious con~promise between theoretical energy parameter values, and parameter values which give the best agreement with experimental energy levels and <?-values -particularly noting discrepancies which may indicate neglected configuration-intelxction eKects, etc.).
2. In complex transition arrays, or wllen there are appreciable departures from LS-coupling conditions, calculate radial dipole integrals from configurationaverage wavefunctions rather than from wavefunctions for specific L S terms.
For practical applications of computed oscillator strengths, many of the above criteria are automatically met. For example, in astrophysical applications one tends to eniploy only tlie strongest lines, and this implies lines without serious cancellation effects, and configurations of G a I. In I a n d 1'1 I, a n d t o L. Minnlingen for pro\.iding unpublished observations on K 11.
